Welcome to the 2013 Lunar Scorpion Moon Edition of the Noos-letter

Welcome to the Lunar Scorpion Moon of Challenge/Strengthening, the second moon of the planetary service wavespell.

Galactic Synchronization (July 26) marked the entry of the new Galactic Beam of Consciousness, also known as entry into the Noosphere. This Moon calls on us to use our power of discernment to stay in our own soul’s resonance as we continue to birth a New Time paradigm.

We are being upleveled to a higher mode of functioning. Our old ways no longer work. We are being called to let go of all resistance and allow ourselves to feel everything without judgement, and not to get stuck in one feeling, but to let our feelings flow and purify.

The totem animal for the Lunar Moon is the Scorpion, signifying transmutation, repelling negative or polarizing energies and the power of rebirth. By attuning to our inner voice we transcend polarizing energies, opening to radial consciousness to gain access to the Higher Planetary Mind. All communication actually comes from the planetary mind of the noosphere, the mind sphere of Earth.

To understand the noosphere, we must: 1) Begin to think from the point of view of the Earth; and 2) Begin to understand the purpose and nature of the universe and of our Great Grandmother Galaxy.

Noospheric consciousness occurs when all the different molecules of intelligence simultaneously reach a stage of unified consciousness. At this stage we realize that what we thought was our individual mind is actually linked to a Higher or Planetary Mind that is cradled in Gaia’s compassionate embrace. In this way the Noosphere (Mind) represents the Divine Masculine and Gaia (Heart) represents the Divine Feminine. The two cannot exist without each other.

The Greek goddess Gaia, or Ge, is the Great Earth Mother of all and the creator and giver of life to all the universe. She is the feminine matrix and the first being to emerge from chaos. She is the supreme organizing principle that holds the noosphere in her all embracing body of love. Gaia is the spirit of love that infuses the
noosphere with planetary heart.

Ancient cultures were matriarchal — matri (mother), arch (beginning) — beginning with the Mother. Gaia reminds us that all of existence forms an absolute unity. This means that what happens in the cosmos is related to what happens on the Earth and is also related to what happens in our body and daily life.

This unified field is connected through Gaia’s loving thought beams that form a radial matrix that links past, future and present as one interconnected web. We are here to remember this unity and to collectively evolve our consciousness. Time is the evolution of consciousness. And love is the highest art of time.

Featured this Moon:
- **Noosphere Board of Kin:**
  Report from Argentina
- **Events & Synchronized Meditations**

---

See this year’s lunar phase cycles in the 13 Moon/28-day matrix

Fractal Time Compression Codon Practices for Galactic Seed and Beyond

---
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ALL ABOARD!
GALACTIC JUMPSUITS FOR TIMESHIP EARTH 2018
* ORDER NOW *

If you like what we are doing and would like to help us create a New Time
 click here to donate
Welcome again to Lunar Moon of the Yellow Galactic Seed year. Step right into the 4-D radial theatre of synchronic consciousness!

Since we have entered the New Beam let us begin to delve deeper into the New Codes. This Moon let's turn our attention to the 52 Heptad Paths of Hunab Ku 21:
The orbit of Earth around the Sun creates what we call one solar ring. The solar ring is held in place and fourth-dimensionally synchronized by the 13

---

Click here to download printable version

52 Heptad Paths of Hunab Ku 21 • 52 Heptad Paths of the Cosmic Ring of V.24.3
The Archetypal Journey Made Available to Everyone

---

The orbit of Earth around the Sun creates what we call one solar ring. The solar ring is held in place and fourth-dimensionally synchronized by the 13
Moon/28-day Harmonic Standard.

As a universal cosmic structure, the Hunab Ku 21 Galactic Tree of Life and Knowledge transcends (while also including) localized or solar/stellar intelligence. Hence, the solar ring can also be seen as the "Cosmic Ring".

Thus, the 13 Moons of the year become enriched by the 52 Heptad Paths of the Hunab Ku 21. In this way, each Moon comes with its own unique code according to the structure of the Hunab Ku 21.

**Lunar Moon** – Knowledge Evolves Power of Love – Heptad Paths 5-8

**Heptad Path 5: Death Transmits Knowledge (23 - 29 Aug, 2013)**

When bodhisattvas of the past experience paranirvana (death) oftentimes their rainbow body of radiance would appear in the form of rainbows in the atmosphere. This seems to be an example of Death transmitting Knowledge. Perhaps upon leaving the body, all the knowledge and truth a person has realized within themselves is released to the planetary field of consciousness...

Similarly, Chapters 16-18 of the Dynamics of Time describe supernova as a type of stellar enlightenment on behalf of the greater cosmic enlightenment...

This is just one example of a meditation upon the codes of the Heptad Paths… meditate on the heptad paths of this Moon, see what insights, guidance and activation you can discover!

**Heptad Path 6: Dreaming Evolves Art (30 Aug - 5 Sep, 2013)**

**Heptad Path 7: Dreaming Evolves Purification (6 - 12 Sep, 2013)**

**Heptad Path 8: Dreaming Evolves Love (13 - 19 Sep, 2013)**

To learn more about the 52 Heptad Paths See:
- [Hunab Ku 21](#)
- [Book of the Timespace](#)
- [Book of the Cube](#)

**Dali 1 - Kin 192, Yellow Planetary Human (23 Aug)**

Welcome to the Lunar Moon! Today is a Galactic Activation Portal - kicking off a highly activating Moon to come! Today is Kin 192. 192 is the number of "auxiliary keys" in the MOAP program of 64 Codons to 260 Kin. See page 82, [Master Synchronic Code Book](#) – Can you find your MOAP code based on your galactic signature?

**Alpha 5 - Kin 196, Yellow Magnetic Warrior (27 Aug)**

Kin 196 = 185 + 11. 196 is also the Bode Number of Uranus.

Today begins the 13-day Warrior Wavespell of Intelligence and Fearlessness (ends day 17 of this Moon / 8 Sep).

"Through casting the Warrior wavespell of intelligence, the kin increased their fearlessness of magical giving. Full blown was the capacity of the planetary kin to share in their gifts. Equal to each other were they in their ability to give themselves to each other according to the needs of whatever adventure might arise." –Dreamspell Genesis

**Limi 6 - Kin 197, Red Lunar Earth (28 Aug)**
Galactic Activation Portal and Magic Turtle Day! Magic Turtle days occur when the tone of the day is the same as the tone of the Moon. (Red Lunar Earth, in the Lunar moon). Both Magic Turtle days this Moon are on Galactic Activation Portal days!

**Silio 7 - Kin 198, White Electric Mirror (29 Aug)**

In simple numerology (A = 1, B = 2, etc.) the word SYNCHRONOTRON = 198!

Globally Synchronized Rainbow Bridge Meditation day.

**Join!** On Galactic Spacebook • On Facebook

Today also begins the 16-day Warrior's Cube Journey, also known as the Telektonon-Tollan of the Starborn Elders.

This day also begins the fractal time compression of the 16-year Telektonon Cube of the Law into the 16-day fractal time compression of the Redemption in Time.

**Lim 13 - Kin 204, Yellow Solar Seed (4 Sep)**

Galactic Signature of global peace worker and visionary artist Nicholas Roerich, who established the Banner of Peace pact - a peace pact that is still enforced today!

Today begins the third 20-day "Vinal" cycle of the year. Since this year is a Yellow Seed year, each Vinal will begin on a Yellow Seed day. The meditation for this 20-day cycle is "In order to integrate the universe"

**Silio 14 - Kin 205, Red Planetary Serpent (5 Sep)**

New Moon and Globally Synchronized Rainbow Bridge Meditation day.

**Join Us!** On Galactic Spacebook • On Facebook

**Gamma 17 - Kin 208, Yellow Cosmic Star (8 Sep)**

Today is the last day of the Yellow Southern Castle of Giving and the Warrior Wavespell of Intelligence. Today fractally recapitulates the Cosmic Moon of the year we just completed two Moons ago. This is the "208th step to Merlin's Tower". Tomorrow we enter the Green Central Castle of Enchantment!

**Kali 18 - Kin 209, Red Magnetic Moon (9 Sep)**

Today begins the 52-day Green Central Castle of Enchantment, a "place in time" of high synchronicity and magic! This Castle will conclude on Self-Existing Moon 13 (30 Oct), Kin 260. Today also begins the 13-day Moon Wavespell of Purification (ends on Electric Moon 2 / 21 Sep).
Alpha 19 - Kin 210, White Lunar Dog (10 Sep)

Galactic Activation Portal and Magic Turtle Day!

Silio 21 - Kin 212, Yellow Self-Existing Human (12 Sep)

Globally Synchronized Rainbow Bridge Meditation day.

Join Us! On Galactic Spacebook • On Facebook

Read how the humans of a parallel world realized the Rainbow Rings of Earth…

Silio 28 - Kin 219, Blue Spectral Storm (19 Sep)

Globally Synchronized Rainbow Bridge Meditation day.

On day 28 of every Moon we practice the fully amplified rainbow bridge meditation. This is because the Master Time Molecule at the center of the Earth consists of 28 parts, thus on the 28th day of every Moon the master time molecule is created! To learn more see the 7:7:7 Telektonon Revelation Kit.

Join the synchronized meditation! On Galactic Spacebook • On Facebook
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